You can’t trust this man with the NHS

Don’t Vote Tory
#VoteNHS

www.keepournhspublic.com
Don’t trust Boris Johnson’s lies about the NHS

LIE: That the NHS is safe in Tory hands
- Johnson’s promise of “40 new hospitals” turned out to be upgrading of just 6
- Hospitals everywhere are crumbling after £6bn in cuts
- Johnson’s own hospital, Hillingdon, is decaying, putting patients at risk
- NHS is underfunded by 30% since 2010 - £30bn per year short
- The NHS is short of 40,000 nurses, 10,000 hospital doctors and 7,000 GPs
- Immense pressures on staff mean most NHS staff (58%) work unpaid hours every week to keep services afloat
- Over 300 nurse suicides in the last 7 years

LIE: They’re not privatising the NHS
- Tens of thousands of contracts to private companies since 2013
- Around 18% of healthcare spend goes to private companies (not the claimed 7%)
- Huge long-term contracts going private, e.g. SE London’s 15-year pathology services
- The racist ‘Hostile Environment’ means if you’re without documents, you can be charged for most NHS services already – migrant charging is an affront to the NHS

LIE: That the NHS is not ‘on the table’ in trade deals with Trump
- In September, Trump and Johnson met in New York to plan what they call a “very big” trade deal, likely to include price increases for life-saving drugs
- NHS drug bill of £18bn could soar to £44bn per year - one third of the NHS budget
- The Prime Minister claims that the NHS is not “on the table”, but only 31% believe him, compared to 45% who say he is lying and 24% who say they “don’t know”.
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